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Let There Be A Word 
 
let’s kill Amazonia, excise and dissect the lung of the world. let’s trade it for 

highways and hydroelectric plants. 

stretched, tormented landscapes, hazed ridges, earthy colours of shrivelled aquifers.  

we’re still a prehistoric species. 

humanity: metamorphoses still in progress. 

our humanity is under construction.  

an incorrigible, pertinacious carnal romance, a faulty raw material for the dreams.  

tobacco smell k mixed with a whole range of the stinky nidors of unwashed bodies.  

who takes care of those falling behind?  

let there be a word for the millenary traditions trampled underfoot, for the nations 

forced into salvery, for the martyrs and victims of the European enlightenment and 

missions for the sake of the good.  

let there be a frantic howl cutting to the bone, a roar in memory of the stolen 

generations, for the future and lives granulated, mulled, pulverized.  

lives undermined, truncated, discriminated. 

let there be a deafening thud, a wailing boom for the ages of torture, abasement and 

exploitation.  

let there be a word of light, a word of apology, a word of penitence.  

for the ravages, the superciliousness, the putrescence, the genocides. 

for the envenomed souls, the liquidated hopes, the pestilent domination. 

let there be a word of conpunction.  
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Hauling City Of Mine 

 

a city of distant echoes, a millenary heritage.  

we’ve navigated these imaginary streets dusted with pain for so long.  

a city of waterfall whispers and rosaries told cautiously.  

glimmery eternity: flickering sunlight of a pheasant shearing through the rainless ash 

of the sky.  

a city of forgotten thriving.  

cold drifts of love recited in unbearable, recurring invasions of an uneasy persistence. 

what do we mumble under the auburn firmament flecked with the bristles and 

whispers of the forgetful past. 

thousands of lives sinking into oblivion.  

memory of an unbearable desolation, whirlpool of sorrow swirling over the tenuous 

horizon. 

a former industrial town stands replenished with vacuous enormity, hectares of  

gaping chimneys. 

thunders voyage soundlessly through the propane memories of the meandering 

thousands, lining in front of the factory gates spawning in a ruminative waltz as 

fixtures of a tardily expiring mortal loan.  

city of steel, exhaling a mesh of industrial wilderness.  

wasted generations gobbled up by vacuous hangars, we’re the titaniously agitated 

offal of out-of-fashion ages. 

we’re the statuette of mimicked inspiration and reinforced concrete contemplating 

our ravaged beauty.  

shorelines of bitumen malformation and insidious solitude. 

 
 


